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Seth Davidson

From: The Bike Palace <jp@thebikepalace.com>
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2018 7:00 AM
To: Seth Davidson
Subject: SPOKE[n] Weekly Cycling Report

 

 

Seal Instagram | Subscribe to SPOKE[n] Weekly 
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Local CAT4 THIS Confident 
 

Local cyclist and Cat4 racer Fred Mackey has reached a level of confidence high enough 

to monetize the family name. This week Mackey dropped The Fred Mackey kit in 

collaboration with Origin Cycling Clothing. Origin has backed this effort the extend that (for 

the time being) they have cleared their entire website of any other offering aside from this 

Fred collection. The jersey appears to draw insperation from the Highland Scottish clan 

'Mackay' and bears the words "MANU FORTI", which we assume to mean "many forties" 

but...our Spanish isn't great. So, if you're ready to stop fucking around and give up your 

family name to ride your bike, you now have that option. Jerseys start at $115 with the 

matching bibs coming in at $500 bucks. The "Mackey Collection" has its own instagram 

page and apparently discounts codes are already avaialble via DM. Mackey has also 

offered to directly insert his families DNA into you for a small fee, inquire within.   

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

I DOPED FOR YOU!!!! 
As I'm guessing you've heard (for the 100th time) another Masters racer Steven Strickler, 

of Newport Beach Calif., was handed a fresh sanction from USADA. He was the third 

masters racer to get popped at the exact same event, on the same day, during the same 

race. But blah blah blah, we've heard it before. Nothing new here, right? Not so quick!  

I wasn't really keeping an eye out for Stricklers "official statement" since I expected it to be 

the same as all the others: "Oh my drink mix", "but my doctor said!", "WHAT? NO WAY!!", 

"the meat in NewPort is tainted!", " my girl spit in my mouth the night before the race!", 

"lets us wait but for Le' B sample", "I needed to go night night", "my T has turned to t". 
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But then Steven flipped me like a school gurl on prom night and delivered a line I'll never 

forget and can only hope to use one day; "Impulsively at the last moment i decided to go 

to the Dana Point Grand Pre. I knew I would not be competitive, I JUST WANTED TO BE 

THERE TO SUPPORT THE EVENT AND THE CYCLING COMMUNITY".  

FUCKING RESPECT, BRO!!  

At the end of the day YOU and I made Steven Strickler dope! As did the race organizers 

that put this event on the calendar. I don't give a shit what you say. Steven would not have 

been there that day, doped to the gillz, had YOU not expected him to support this sport, 

this community or this event. YOU AND I (MOSTLY YOU) SHOULD BE ASHAMED. It's 

now time to leave Britney alone and submit an appeal letter to USADA on Stevens behalf. 

DO THE RIGHT THING  
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PERFORMANCE BICYCLE TRIES GOING TUBELESS 
ENDS UP BANKRUPT 

 

Eveyone's favorite "buy it there but take it to a real shop to have it installed" spot has 

officially filed chapter 11 and will be closing nearly half of its locations within the next 90 

days. ASI (guys who make Fuji's) were essentially forced to buy Performance a couple of 

years ago when Performance was gonna sink but owed ASI so much money that letting it 

get dropped would have meant they both ate shit. Over the last two years they've done a 

lot of sitting-in, had a ton of GU's and evenn dropped a motor in the BB but...turns out it 

really isn't about the bike.  

As of now the only local stores that are officially on the chopping block are Oxnard and 

Woodland Hills but more are expected. Local bike shops are now bracing themselves for 

the "Liquidation Sales" that are sure to deliver one final blow to the mom and pops shops 

just in time for the Holidays.  

Hopes are that the ASI brands, Fuji, SE, Kestrel, Breezer, Tuesday, Nichibei, PHAT 

Cycles and OVAL components may survive once ASI shakes Performance.  

So, what does ASI owe, and to whom?  

ASE's capital structure includes secured debts with First Lien Credit Facility ($37.9 

million), Advance Holdings Loan ($7.4 million), Trade Creditor Loans ($37 million) and 

York Street Loans ($20 million), totaling $102 million. 

 

Unsecured debts owed to trade suppliers include: 

Active Cycle, China: $4.4 million 

PT Insera, India: $3.3 million 

Vista Outdoor: $1.77 million 

Shanghai General Sports, China: $1.5 million 

Mizuki International, Taiwan: $1.4 million 

Todson: $548,000 

Highway Two: $423,000 

Marin: $409,000 

Garmin: $290,000 

Saris: $285,000 

Elite: $264,000 

Accell NA: $280,000 

Aptos: $212,000 

Louis Garneau: $204,000 
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Wahoo: $202,000 

Pearl Izumi: $200,000 

Lezyne: $198,000 

Castelli: $196,000 

Vittoria: $159,000 

Fox: $149,000 

Clif Bar: $131,000 

Eliptigo: $200,000 

EN-R-G Food: $82,000 

J&B: $178,000 

Marin Bikes: $71,000 

Team Tibco: $35,000 

PeopleForBikes: $22,000 

PinkBike: $11,000 
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DO THE INNER AND OUTER FOLDS OF YOUR VULVA 
SWELL WHEN YOU RIDE? 

 

COO, CAUSE SPECIALIZED JUST INTRODUCED THEIR 
MIMIC SADDLE  

 

What THEY say:  

This is the saddle that puts you first. True to all Body Geometry products, this saddle has 

been ergonomically designed and scientifically tested to reduce pressure and to provide 

the structural support needed for blood flow to key areas. The multi-layer cushioning 

system molded into the saddle, meanwhile, prevents overly high pressure on soft tissue, 

so you can do longer rides with more comfort. 

 

What WE say:  

So we got a couple of these in and all I could keep thinking was....this is nice, I have soft 

bits too. The nose and cut out on the saddle have been replaced with what can only be 

described as memory foam for your naughty-bits. And although I'm not a huge fan of the 

ad campaign around the saddle, suggesting that everyone is terrified of the word "vagina", 

who doesn't like memory foam? So I tossed the saddle on the bike and so far I find it 

pretty comfy, I think you'd find it comfy too. Maybe we have found something the labia and 

testi can finally agree on? I haven't taken it on a proper long ride yet but if you want to 

check it out, get final thoughts on it or try one out just come by the shop.  
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GOOD SHIT ON THE HORIZON 
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Bahati Always 
Making Moves 

 

The Bahati Foundation is happy to 

announce its first Christmas Giveaway 

by giving toys to deserving but less 

fortunate children this holiday season. 

 

How you can help make a joyful 

Christmas for someone: 

Arrive at a club or ride designated as 

a "Bahati Foundation Toy Drive Ride" with an age-appropriate and an unwrapped toy 

donation. Ride your bike! That's it, that's all! 

The GIVEBACK will take place December 1st in the Leimert Park village area with the 

time to be announced. We hope that you will also attend to see the joy that your gift will 

make. 

 

Thank you for supporting and always remember to GIVEBACK! 

  

December 1, 2018 

Leimert Park village area - Donation GIVEBACK  

Time - TBD  
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CUB HOUSE TOY DRIVE 
Dec 9th  

The Cub House in Pasadena is having their 3rd 

annual Cub House Bike Show and will be kicking it 

up a knotch with a Bicycle Car Show and Toy 

Drive. We'll update this as the more details leak 

but save the date!   

 

 

 

 

INSPIRATIONAL MEME OF THE WEEK  

Cause we love you and you should love yourself too, even tho you're a hot mess.   
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SoCal Local Group Ride 
HMU if you would like your ride (or shop ride) added 

Saturday:  

The Donut Ride 33.817391, -188.386049 8am roll out 

The NOW Ride 34.034114, -118.492825 7:30am roll out 

FDR 33.815092, -118.3900297 8:15AM rollout 

Sunday:  

WheatGrass Ride 33.800185, -118.389035 8am roll out 

Italian Gentleman's Ride 33.800185, -118.389035 8:30am roll out 

PenCC Friendly B Ride (No Drop) 33.7240219 -118.3135922 9am roll out 

Monday:   

Are you serious? It's Monday dude. Pros don't ride on Mondays. Such a Fred. 
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Tuesday:  

New Pier Ride (NPR) 33.884251, -118.415155 6:40am roll out 

Telo (seasonal) 33.815064, -118.339724 6pm roll out 

Wed:   

Lunch Rush 33.7293532 -118.2877975 12pm roll out (Shop Ride) 

Bro Ride 33.862199, -118.400135 5:45pm roll out  

Thurs:        

New Pier Ride (NPR) 33.884251, -118.415155 6:40am rol out 

FLOG (seasonal) 33.800185, -118.389035 6:30am rollout  

Friday:  

Lunch Rush 33.7293532 -118.2877975 12pm roll out (Shop Ride) 

 

 

 

Is Seth wearing a helmet yet?  
 

oh FUCK! Maybe?!?  
 

READ WHY HERE  
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This has been your SPOKE[n] 
Weekly Report  

Stay Aero my friends  
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WE WOULD LIKE TO USE THIS SPACE TO SINCERLY 
THANK OUR SPONSORS:  
 

 

 

 

Spoke[n] Weekly is written and poorly edited by  
Jonathan Paris aka "JP SEAL" aka "JP" aka "SEAL" aka "SBBabySeal"  

 

The views, opinions and nonsense expressed in this article are those of the author and do 

not necessarily reflect those of The Bike Palace, employees or its owners. So if you salty 

about some shit that's all up in here please yell at JP.  

K. thx 

 

     

 

Share this email:  

      

Manage your preferences | Opt out using TrueRemove™ 
Got this as a forward? Sign up to receive our future emails. 
View this email online.  

1600 S Pacific Ave  
San Pedro, CA | 90731 US  

This email was sent to seth@sethdavidsonlaw.com.  
To continue receiving our emails, add us to your address book.  

    

  

 


